ASA VIC BRANCH OCTOBER CATCH UP

CONVENOR'S NOTE
Dear Colleagues

I'm delighted to welcome you to the first edition of our new look newsletter. Designed to keep you up to date with all the events we're planning, it will run hot over the next few months as we have a lot planned.

As always - the Branch is here to support you. It would be fantastic to see you at a Branch event or Committee meeting. As well, I'd love to hear from you personally and get your feedback about what we do, what we could do, and anything else to do with your membership.

Regards
Adelaide

EVENTS OF INTEREST
Records Continuum Research Group Seminar - Flooded by a Wall of Water: Parent-Child Reminiscing about Local Environment and Unwanted Changes
Thursday 29 October 4pm – 6pm
Visiting academic Mauro Sarrica (Sapienza University of Rome) will present on his work. The aim of this presentation is to examine how the social sharing of family memories (Halbwachs, 1950) links autobiographical memories and social representations (Leone, 2006; Reese & Fivush, 2008). In this study, we explored whether and how the representations of place-community relationship developed during a long-lasting environmental conflict, are transmitted to younger generations.

SAVE THE DATE
Monday 23 November
for the Emerging Writers’ Presentations and Seminars at the ASA VIC branch Christmas event
Look out for the official invite to come!

NEWS
Last Friday VIC branch treasurer Rachel Naughton received the 2015 President’s Award for her long standing support of the Victorian Branch Committee at a shared morning tea between members of the ASA VIC branch committee and staff from the Catholic Archdiocese of Melbourne (Rachel’s employers). Congratulations Rachel!
We are trialing this type of newsletter as a new way to communicate with the VIC branch members. If you have feedback, or would like to include an event or piece of news for the November email then please contact Nicola at asavic@archivists.org.au

**BRANCH MEETINGS**
Branch meetings are held monthly on the first Tuesday of every month, unless there is a public holiday, at rotating venues.
The next branch meeting will be Thursday 5 November in the foyer of Australian Catholic University, Melbourne.

Kind regards,
Nicola Laurent
ASA VIC Branch Communications Officer
asavic@archivists.org.au